DECISION
on the Conditions, Manner and Time Limits for Barters

1. Barters may be performed abroad by companies and other legal entities registered for foreign trade related activities (hereinafter: companies) and entrepreneurs on basis of an approval by the Ministry of Exterior.

2. The Ministry of Exterior may approve barter if the value of the exported goods and services is, as a rule, higher than the value of the import of the said goods and services, with a lowest proportion of 1.3:1.

3. As an exception to the provision pertaining to para 2 of this Decision, the Ministry of Exterior may approve a barter if the value of the export equals the value of the import, provided that at least one of the following conditions is met:
   - goods and services are exported in countries where exports cannot be paid in foreign currency due to payment and balance difficulties;
   - the barter is payment for import of ?????? and other raw materials;
   - the barter provides for export of products that are difficult to market;
   - the barter represents export